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What is wildlife tourism?

It can be any tourism involving wildlife
 Viewing wild animals in the wild (if educational and

environmentally sustainable it may then also be ecotourism)

 Hunting or fishing

 Viewing animals in zoos, aquaria or wildlife parks

 Viewing or interacting with animals free-ranging but not in
natural environments (e.g. farmland)

 Other – photos with captive animals, museums, botanic
gardens, wildlife art ….



  

Wildlife Tourism Australia

Promoting the sustainable development
of a diverse wildlife tourism industry
that supports conservation
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WTA’s focus is mostly viewing animals in the wild,
semi-wild and well-run captive operations

We especially value conservation, quality
interpretation/education, animal welfare, equality and

respect for local residents
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It is sometimes challenging to balance:
 Conservation of wildlife and

their habitats

 Welfare of animals – not just
without suffering but an
enjoyable life

 What the tourist needs
(safety, reasonable comfort)
and wants (seeing animals,
interactions, selfies”, ticks for
lists, photos  ...) 

 What the tour operator 
needs to keep operating

 Benefits or annoyances to
local communities
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 Environmental  Economic
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Sometimes harmony
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